AdvocacyProductions in conjunction with the Permanent Mission of Palestine to the United Nations in Geneva present:

**15th Anniversary of ICJ’s Wall Opinion: What’s Left?**

Screening with debate of “**BROKEN – A Palestinian Journey Through International Law**”

**Stefan Ziegler**
Former UN representative monitoring the humanitarian impacts of the Wall

**Atwa R.H. Jaber,**
Researcher in Development Studies; Graduate Institute, Geneva
A current Palestinian Perspective, International Human Rights/IHL Lawyer tbc

*9 July 2019 @ 20:30 (door/bar open 8pm)*
Cinema CDD
Sentier de Saules 3
1205 Geneva
Tram 14, 2 minutes from Palladium

**RSVP**, seats limited:
Reserved seats are only held until 20:15
Bookings by 12:00 on 09/07/19 at: info@advocacyproductions.ch

On 9 July 2004, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) issued an advisory opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. The ICJ recognized that Israel ‘has to face numerous indiscriminate and deadly acts of violence against its civilian population’ and that it ‘has the right, and indeed the duty, to respond in order to protect the life of its citizens. [However], the measures taken are bound nonetheless to remain in conformity with applicable international law.’ (UNOCHA)

Since then OCHA’s only dedicated publication on the Wall has been an update on their webpage on 18 March this year, stating that there are fewer access permits to the Seam Zone. This does not account for all the cumulative effects of the Wall since its construction began in 2002.

Candid testimonies are provided by internationally renowned law experts, judges from the International Court of Justice (ICJ), seasoned diplomats, and the Israeli military officer who, in 2002, commanded the construction of the Wall. In its 2004 Advisory Opinion, the ICJ declared the Wall illegal. Now, 15 years later, the Wall is nearing completion. BROKEN was produced by a former UN Wall monitoring expert.

---

*tickets: 14. - CHF, students AVS 12. - CHF, members 7.-CHF*